Claim Revision Processing - 60/90 Day Guidance

Is the revision
the result of
CNU Review
or Audit??

CNU Review or Audit adjustments
exceeding 3 years must have SWRO
approval.

CNU processes adjustment,
including under claim .

YES

N

Is the
revision an
over claim?

Has the SFA
requested a
prior over claim
adjustment?

YES

NO

Is the revision
later than 60
days past the
end of the
claiming
period?

NO

YES

YES

CNU should suspend payments to SFAs
which repeatedly adjust their claims
downward after the 60 day submission
deadline. This suspension of payments
should continue until the SFA demonstrates
that it has procedures in place to produce
an actual final claim on time each month.
Then payments would resume. No
retroactive payments will be made.

SFA must submit Claim Revision
Request Form which includes
cause of request, Corrective
Action Plan to prevent
reoccurence, and required
signatures.

CNU will process adjustment.

SFA must submit Claim Revision
Request Form which includes
cause of request, Corrective Action
Plan to prevent reoccurence, and
required signatures.

Has SFA been
granted an
exception in
last 36
months?

Yes

CNU reviews explaination of
circumstances and
Corrective Action Plan from
SFA and fowards request to
SWRO for decision.

CNU will notify SFA of
SWRO decision.

NOTES:
NO

Each claim involved constitutes a separate
request for exception.

NO

Questions to determine if claim can and should be adjusted.
SFA action steps.
CNU actions steps.
Informational

CNU will process
adjustment,
including upward
adjustment.

EXCEPT if the same reason applies to
more than one month's claim and the
revision request happens at the same
time, as long as the adjustments are
clearly described by month and by fiscal
year.

CNU reviews explaination
of circumstances and
Corrective Action Plan
from SFA. May use 1 time
exception in 36 month
period.

Underclaim = SFA claimed less meals than served.
Overclaim = SFA claimed more meals than served.
SFA = School Food Authority
CNU = Child Nutrition Unit
SWRO = Southwest Regional Office, USDA

